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ABSTRACT With the increasing popularity of electric vehicles, low level of automation for charging process
has become one of the main factors restricting the development of electric vehicles. Recently, auto-charging
robots which have the ability to transform manual process plugging charging plugs into charging ports
to automatic plugging-unplugging operation have arisen. This paper presents a 4-DOF cable-driven auto-
charging robot (CDACR) consisting of a 3-DOF cable-driven serial manipulator (CDSM) and a moving
platform. In this design, the 3-DOF CDSM is actuated by six cables being routed through five disks fixed to
the CDSM’s rigid links. The end-effector of CDACR is a flexible plug that has the ability to withstand small
elastic deformation. The control algorithm and the plugging-unplugging strategy were designed to respond to
various parking situations with or without yaw error. This paper takes the lead in introducing the cable-driven
robot into the field of automatic charging. Besides, through simulated charging experiments, the feasibility
and effectiveness of using CDACR to realize auto-charging for electric vehicles has been demonstrated.

INDEX TERMS Cable-driven robot, auto-charging robot, electric vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION
Electric vehicles are rapidly becoming popular on our roads.
Presently, the charging process still depends on manual oper-
ation [1]. In other words, the connection between charging
plugs and charging ports of electric vehicles has to be realized
by users. The inconvenience and low level of automation
have seriously limited the extension of electric vehicles. The
robotic auto-charging device provides an attractive solution
to the above problem, as shown in Fig. 1.

Depending on the type of robots used, current robotic
automatic charging devices for the electric vehicles can
be broadly classified into the following three categories:
1) traditional articulated manipulators, 2) AGV, 3) bionic
manipulator. Devices of the first category include Volkswa-
gen e-smart Connect based on a KUKA LBR iiwa [1],
the Robotic Charging Station based onUR10 robot developed
by Graz University of Technology [2], and PowerHydrant [3].
These designs based on traditional articulated manipulators
and were capable of automatically plugging and unplugging
vehicle connectors to electric vehicles. However, technical
details on positioning error of charging ports, the adapt-
ability for different types of charging ports, and the con-
sume time of single plugging-unplugging have not yet been
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FIGURE 1. CAD model of the robotic auto-charging concept.

made public. Devices of the second category include Sam-
sung’s robot charging unit EVAR [4]. This design canmove to
electric vehicle being parked anywhere and connect to charge
automatically. However, this design need users to attach a
special EVSE adapter to the number plate manually. Devices
of the third category include Tesla charging-robot based on
a concept of a snake-like robot [5]. This design was able to
locate charging ports and then use bionic snakelike robots to
plug in electric vehicles automatically. However, the actua-
tion method and detailed technical information have not been
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found in literature yet. This paper focuses on robotic auto-
charge devices belonging to the third category of designs.

Some limitations and difficulties of auto-charging robot
designs are the following.

1) The robots are required to cope with various vehicles
types and corresponding positions of charging sock-
ets [6].

2) The robots are required to cope with as large parking
error as possible.

3) The robots are required to deal with complex park-
ing situations in practical application, for example,
the change of the charging port poses during the charg-
ing process due to drivers getting on or off vehicles.

4) The robots are required to hand and manage the charg-
ing cables, especially the cables used by DC quick
charging [6].

5) The robots are required to possess high compliance to
prevent charging ports and robots from damaging in the
event of impacts with human or vehicles and contact
force between robots and charging ports exceeding a
given threshold.

A cable-driven serial manipulator (CDSM) is featured
of a series of connected rigid bodies being driven by
cables instead of actuators positioned at each joint [7].
Thus, CDSMs process low stiffness, light-weight structure,
low moving mass, and large reachable workspace [8]–[10].
These advantages are desirable in robotic auto-charging
devices. Thus, cable-driven was chosen as the actuation
type of the auto-charging robot proposed in this paper. The
design [11]–[20], modelling [21]–[23], and control [24]–[28]
for CDSM in actual application and basic theory have
been studied by some researches. The optimization design
work of attachment points and the mechanical structure
parameters for various objective functions were shown
in [11], [12], [18], [19] and [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [20],
respectively. The general model of CDSM was investigated
systematically by [21]–[23]. Positive cable tension is the
basis of the control of cable-driven robots. There are a lot
of relevant literatures to solve this problem. The work in
[24]–[28] is typical among those literatures. To the authors’
knowledge, little research on robotic auto-charging devices
based on CDSM has been done. In this paper, a 4-DOF
cable-driven auto-charging robot (CDACR) consisting of a 3-
DOF CSDM and a moving platform is developed. Six cables
were used to control the 3-DOF CDSM. The slackness of
these cables was avoided, which achieves high positioning
accuracy and load capacity. The flexible plug was designed to
reduce the requirement for positioning accuracy and provide
high compliance. Deflected links were designed to reduce
the joint limits because large joint limits will increase the
possibility of cable slackness.

The merits of CDACR are the following.

1) The DOF number of CDACR is only four. However,
the combination of CDACR and the flexible plug has
the ability to complete a real charging task.

2) The ingress protection (IP) level of CDACR is high
because the motors moved to the robot base are easily
protected, which can adapt to more complex actual
auto-charging scenarios than those devices based on
traditional articulated manipulators.

3) The economic cost of the proposed CDSM is low due
to the absence of expensive reducer positioned at each
joint.

4) The designed CDSM (11.0 kg) is far lighter than
UR10 robot (28.9 kg) andKUKALBR iiwa (30 kg) due
to the rear motors and the absence of reducer positioned
at each joint.

The innovation of this paper lies in:

1) Introducing the cable-driven robot into the field of
automatic charging for electric vehicles firstly.

2) Completing the design, modelling and control of a
4-DOF CDACR with a flexible plug.

3) Proposing the auto-charging robot based on cable-
driven possessing obviousmerits compared to the exist-
ing auto-charging device.

4) Being the first to carry out the plugging-unplugging
test under arbitrary poses of charging ports, publish-
ing experimental results, and verifying the feasibility
and effectiveness of using cable-driven robot to realize
auto-charging for electric vehicles.

With the development of stereo garages and intelligent park-
ing, manually operating charging plugs is no longer compat-
ible with high level of automation. Automatic charging is the
general trend. The work of this paper is very meaningful for
the development of electric vehicles and social transport.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
the optimization design, sensing and actuation. Section III
presents the kinematic and dynamic modelling of CDACR.
Section IV constructs the plugging-unplugging controller
and strategy. Section V designs the experiment and presents
experimental results including the trajectory tracking accu-
racy, positioning accuracy, cable tensions, and plugging-
unplugging forces/torques. This paper is finally concluded in
Section VI.

II. AUTO-CHARGING ROBOT DESIGN
A. MECHANICAL DESIGN
1) DOF DISTRIBUTION AND LINK DESIGN
According to the actual charging requirements, 4-DOF
CDACR was designed. This robot consists of two parts, i.e.,
a 3-DOF cable-driven manipulator and a moving platform.

The detailed definition of link frames for CDACR is shown
in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2, the CDSM of the auto-charging
robot consists of three DOFs and these corresponding rev-
olute axes are all parallel. The moving platform provides
translational motion along the front/back direction (as shown
in Fig. 1) of the vehicle. To reduce the joint limits of CDSM
during the plugging-unplugging process, the links of CDSM
were designedwith deflection angles. Thismakes the descrip-
tion of one link requires three length parameters and two
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FIGURE 2. Link frames of the designed 4-DOF cable-driven auto-charging
robot.

FIGURE 3. CAD model of the 4-DOF CDACR.

angle parameters. The link parameters will be optimized in
Section II. C.

The coordinate frames O0 to O4 and Oe are attached to
the robot base, the moving platform, link 2 to link 4, and
the flexible plug, respectively. The coordinate frames from
O2′ , O2′′ to O4′ , O4′′ are the second and third frame attached
to link 2 to link 4, respectively. The origins of these frames
coincide with the deflect points of the deflected links. Symbol
`1 denotes the height of the first rotating joint from the
ground. Symbols `i1, `i2 and `i3 (i = 2, 3, 4) denote the link
lengths of link i. Symbols αi1 and αi2 (i = 2, 3, 4) denote the
deflection angles of link i. The symbol l4e denotes the length
of the flexible plug. The joint space for the entire system can
be represented by q =

[
d1 θ2 θ3 θ4

]T
∈ R4×1.

FIGURE 4. Cable routing path of CDACR.

The optimized CDACR using the optimization method
illustrated in Section II. C is shown in Fig. 3. Its end-effector
is a flexible plug which is fixed to Link 4 by elastic element.
Due to the presence of the elastic element, the flexible plug
can withstand small rotational elastic deformation around
three mutually perpendicular axes. The robot links were
designed to be hollow so that the charging cables can easily
route along the inside of these links.

The DOF distribution of CDACR is enough for a real
charging task. The reasons are shown in the following. CDSM
provides two translational motion along the left/right and
up/down directions of electric vehicles and one rotational
motion about the front/back direction of electric vehicles. The
moving platform provides the translational motion along the
front/back direction of electrical vehicles. Simultaneously,
the flexible plug provides small rotational motion about three
mutually perpendicular axes. Therefore, the 3-DOF CDSM,
the moving platform, and the flexible plug together have the
ability to complete the task of positioning and orienting the
flexible plug.

2) CABLE ROUTING PATH DESIGN
CDACR consists of five disks: the second joint upper disk
(UD2, located on link 2), the third joint lower disk (LD3,
located on link 2) and upper disk (UD3, located on link 3),
and the fourth joint lower disk (LD4, located on link 3) and
upper disk (UD4, located on link 4), as shown in Fig. 4. These
disks were designed for cable-routing.

Six cables are routed through these disks to drive the
robot. The first two cables numbered 1 and 2 are routed
through the moving platform (the base of CDSM) and termi-
nate on the second joint upper disk (UD2). They control the
clockwise and counterclockwise motion of the first revolute
joint. The second two cables numbered 3 and 4 are routed
through the moving platform, the second joint upper disk
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(UD2), the third joint lower disk (LD3) and, eventually,
terminate on the third joint upper disk (UD3). They control
the clockwise and counterclockwise motion of the second
revolute joint. The last two cables numbered 5 and 6 are
routed through the moving platform, the second joint upper
disk (UD2), the third joint lower disk (LD3), the third joint
upper disk (UD3), and the fourth joint lower disk (LD4) and,
eventually, terminate on the third joint upper disk (UD4).
They control the clockwise and counterclockwise motion of
the third revolute joint.

The requirement of a minimum of n + 1 cables for an
n-DOF cable-driven open chain have been mathematically
proven [29]. It has been proven that the volume of the ‘‘ten-
sioned’’ workspace can be improved by the additional cables
in the system [8]. In this paper, six cables are used to actuate
three DOFs. This satisfies the minimum cable requirement in
the system. Moreover, these redundant cables are expected to
aid in regulating stiffness. This is crucial for a cable-driven
auto-charging robot.

Due to the reasonable distribution of the cable attachment
points, these cables are routed through different paths, which
prevents interference between cables and between cables and
robot during the robot motion. The cable attachment points
are essential kinematic parameters which directly affect the
kinematical model between joint space and cable space. Pul-
leys were applied in these cable attachment points where
relative motion between cables and robot occurs, as shown
in Fig. 4. This reduces the friction between cables and robot,
thereby lower the actuator torque and meanwhile increase the
cable bend radius. This transforms the resisting force between
cables and robot from sliding friction into rolling friction.

B. SENSING, ACTUATION, AND CONTROL
An encoder is mounted at each joint of the CDSM to measure
the joint angles in real time, whichwill be later used in closed-
loop feedback control of the desired motion. Seven PMSM
motors are used to drive the auto-charging robot. One motor
placed on the robot base drives the moving platform. Other
six ones placed on the moving platform drive the CDSM,
as shown in Fig. 3. Themotors can be run in position, velocity,
and torque mode. The ball screw pairs are used to convert
the rotational motion of the motors into the translational
motion (elongation and shortening) of the cables. Stainless
steel or dyneema cables are used to actuate the CDSM.
Between the first two bigger pulleys, as shown in Fig. 4, a load
cell is attached for each cable. It measures the cable tension,
but it cannot be used for closed-loop feedback control due
to its poor real-time performance. Vision sensor is used to
measure the poses of charging ports. ATI F/T sensor is used
to measure the interaction forces/torques during plugging-
unplugging process. An IPC (Industry Personal Computer)
is used to integrate the information from the joint encoders,
motors, load cells and vision sensor, and then carry out the
control of the robot. A PC desktop is used to provide a user
interface and carry out the remote control of the IPC control
system.

FIGURE 5. General parking situation based on parking lot described by
five frames.

C. PLUGGING-UNPLUGGING WORKSPACE OPTIMIZATION
1) MATHEMATICALIZATION OF AUTOMATIC CHARGING
SCENE
Figure 5 shows a general parking situation including the
resulting pose of the charging port and the corresponding
charging solution realized by CDACR. To describe the entire
auto-charging scene mathematically, five frames are estab-
lished, including the world frame Ow, vehicle frame Ov,
charging port frame Os, robot base frame Ob, and flexible
plug frame Oe.
Therefore, the homogeneous transformations Twv , T

w
b and

T vs describe the position and orientation of the vehicle frame
with respect to the world frame, of the robot base frame
with respect to the world frame and of the charging port
frame with respect to the vehicle frame, respectively. The
transformation Twv describes the generalized parking situa-
tion with left/right, front/back, and yaw parking errors. The
transformation Twb describes the installation of CDACR. The
transformation T vs is a constant that describes the detailed
position and orientation of the charging port with respect
to vehicle and depends on the vehicle type. How to design
and install the auto-charging robot directly affects the size
of the plugging-unplugging workspace. Hence, the plugging-
unplugging workspace must be optimized to ensure the
adaption with as large parking error as possible. The cor-
responding pose of the charging port with respect to the
world frame can be computed by the matrix multiplication
Twv T

v
s . The detailed forms of Twv , T

w
b and T vs are shown in the

following:

Twv =


cosαvw − sinαvw 0 xvw
sinαvw cosαvw 0 yvw

0
0

0
0

1
0

0
1

 ,
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Twb =


cosαbw − sinαbw 0 xbw
sinαbw cosαbw 0 ybw

0
0

0
0

1
0

zbw
1

 ,

T vs =


0 0 − 1 xsv

−cosαsv sinαsv 0 ysv
sinαsv

0
cosαsv

0
1
0

zsv
1

 ,
where xvw, yvw and αvw denote the coordinates of the origin of
vehicle frame Ov with respect to the world frame Ow and the
rotation angle about axis zw, respectively; xbw, ybw, zbw and
αbw denote the coordinates of the origin of robot base frame
Ob with respect to the world frameOw, and the rotation angle
about axis zw, respectively; xsv, ysv, zsv and αsv denote the
coordinates of the origin of the charging port frame Os with
respect to the vehicle frame Ov and the rotation angle about
axis zv, respectively.

The pose of the charging port frame Os with respect to the
robot base frame Ob is computed by

Tbs =
(
Twb
)−1 Twv T vs (1)

In the plugging position, as shown in Fig. 5, the pose of the
charging port frameOs with respect to the flexible plug frame
Oe can be expressed as

T es =


0 0 − 1 0
−1 0 0 0
0
0

1
0

0
0

0
1

 .
Hence, the pose of the flexible plug frame Oe with respect

to the robot base frame Ob is given by

Tbe = Tbs
(
T es
)−1 (2)

which is the input of the inverse kinematics described in the
following Section III. A.

Taking some type of electric vehicle as an example,
Fig. 6 shows the information about parking lots, electric vehi-
cles and parking errors covering majority parking situations
in parking scene.

Set L1 as the length of the parking lot, W1 as the width of
the parking lot, L2 as the length of the electric vehicle,W2 as
the width of the electric vehicle, h1 as the height of the DC
charging port, and 1γ as the angle between the central axis
of the charging port and horizontal plane. In the automatic
parking scene where the blockader (as shown in Fig. 1) exists,
the distance between the center of the rear wheels and the
rear parking line is set as L3 after the parking is completed.
This parking is called the standard parking situation. The
distance between the center of the rear wheels in actual
situation and that in the standard parking situation is called
as the front/back parking error1L. The distance between the
left/right central axis of the electric vehicle and that of the
parking lot is called as the left/right parking error 1W .
The angle between the left/right central axis of the electric

FIGURE 6. Information about parking lot, electric vehicle and parking
error in parking scene.

vehicle and that of the parking lot is called as the yaw parking
error 1θ .

As shown in Fig. 6, the origins of the world frame, the
vehicle frame and the charging port frame are located at one
corner of the parking lot, the intersection of the central axis
of the rear wheels and the left/right central axis of the electric
vehicle and the center of the charging port, respectively. The
robot base frame (i.e.,O0 in Fig. 2) and the flexible plug frame
are identical to those described in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

Based on this, the parameters shown in Fig. 5 can be given
below. The pose of the charging port with respect to the
electric vehicle can be determined by xsv = −W2

/
2, ysv = 0,

zsv = h1, αsv = 1γ . After the parking is completed, the pose
of the electric vehicle with respect to the world frame can
be determined by xvw = W1

/
2 + 1W , yvw = L3 + 1L,

αvw = 1θ . Substituting these in Eq. (2) gives the pose of the
flexible plug that is a function of the parking error 1L, 1W
and 1θ .

2) WORKSPACE OPTIMIZATION
The basic plugging-unplugging path is shown in Fig. 7.
There are four key positions involved in this path. They are
starting position, pre-plugging position, plugging position,
and plugging complete position. Based on this, the auto-
charging process is divided into six steps. First, the plug
moves to the pre-plugging position according to the pose
of the charging port measured by the vision sensor. In the
pre-plugging position, the plug is perfectly aligned with the
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FIGURE 7. Basic plugging-unplugging path.

charging port. Second, the plug moves along the axis of
the charging port to the plugging position. Third, the plug
continues to move along the axis of the charging port to the
plugging complete position. Fourth, the plug is unplugged to
the plugging position. Then, the plug returns to pre-plugging
position and starting position in sequence.

For a pose of the charging port, the pluggability of the
auto-charging robot depends on whether the robot workspace
contains the plugging-unplugging path. Mathematically, the
plugging-unplugging workspace optimization is formulated
as

min − Nf
(
a,α, xwb

)
s.t. a ∈ Sa, α ∈ Sα, xwb ∈ Sxwb (3)

where a ∈ R11×1, α ∈ R6×1 and xwb ∈ R4×1 are the link
lengths, the link deflection angles and the install pose of the
robot, respectively. Sa, Sα and Sxwb is the set of possible link
lengths, the link deflection angles and the install pose of robot
for a, α and xwb , respectively, subject to the constraints of
mechanical design and actual parking scene. The objective
function Nf is the total number of feasible configurations in
the operational workspace for the selected combinations of
a, α and xwb . It can be computed by discretizing the parking
error in the operational space and counting the total number
of feasible configurations. For the feasible configurations,
the solutions of the inverse kinematics problem are within
the joint range subject to mechanical design. The inverse
kinematics will be described in the following Section III. A

The total dimension of a, α and xwb is twenty-one, which
makes the problem high dimensional and then computation-
ally intensive. In fact, considering the actual mechanical
design, `1, `i1 and `i3 (i = 2, 3, 4) of a, all elements of α
and xwb can be directly determined. Only the link length `i2
(i = 2, 3, 4) are the parameters to be optimized.

III. BASIC MODEL
A. KINEMATIC MODEL
Given a = [`1, `21,`22, `23, `31, `32, `33, `41, `42, `43, `4e]T

and α = [α21, α22, α31, α32, α41, α42]T , the forward kine-
matics of the robot can be expressed as

T0
e (q) = A0

1 (d1)A
1
2 (θ2)A

2
3 (θ3)A

3
4 (θ4)A

4
e (4)

where Aij denotes the homogeneous transformation relating
the description of a point in frame j to the description of the
same point in frame i.

The inverse kinematics of the robot can be expressed as

q = q
(
T0
e

)
(5)

For the 6-cable cable-driven system of CDACR, the
j-th attachment point of the cable i (i = 1, 2, · · · , 6) on
link kj is denoted by Aijkj , where kj denotes the link num-
ber where the j-th attachment point is located. The total
number of the attachment points for cable i is denoted by
ti. Therefore, cable i consists of ti − 1 cable segments,
where a cable segment is defined as the section of the cable
between two adjacent attachment points. For example, the j-
th segment vector (j = 1, 2, · · · ,ti − 1) is denoted by
l ij and the corresponding segment length is denoted by lij.
The cable space for the system can be represented by the
cable length vector l =

[
lT1 lT2 lT3 lT4 lT5 lT6

]T
∈ R30×1,

where l1 =
[
l11 l12 l13

]T
∈ R3×1, l2 =

[
l21 l22 l33

]T
∈

R3×1, l3 =
[
l31 l32 l33 l34 l35

]T
∈ R5×1, l4 =[

l41 l42 l43 l44 l45
]T
∈ R5×1, l5 =

[
l51 l52 l53 l54 l55

l56 l57
]T
∈ R7×1, and l6 =

[
l61 l62 l63 l64 l65 l66 l67

]T
∈

R7×1 represent the cable segment length vectors of cable 1,
cable 2, cable 3, cable 4, cable 5, and cable 6, respectively.

The j-th segment of cable i is attached from attachment
point Aijkj to attachment point Ai(j+1)kj+1 . The corresponding
cable segment vector with respect to frame Okj is defined as

l
kj
ij = R

kj
kj+1

r
kj+1
kj+1,Ai(j+1)kj+1

+ r
kj
kj,k j+1

− r
kj
kj,Aijkj

(6)

where r
kj
kj,Aijkj

denotes the vector from the origin of frame

Okj to attachment point Aijkj with respect to frame Okj . R
kj
kj+1

and r
kj
kj,k j+1

denote the rotation and translation part of the

homogeneous transformation matrixA
kj
kj+1

between frameOkj
and frame Okj+1 , respectively.

The length of the segment l
kj
ij is denoted by lij =

∥∥∥lkjij ∥∥∥. The
length of cable i can be represented as

li =
∑t i

j=1
lij (7)

B. DYNAMIC MODEL
The equations of motion for 3-DOF CDSM can be expressed
in the form

M (q) q̈+ C (q, q̇) q̇+ g (q) = −UT τ (8)

where q =
[
θ2 θ3 θ4

]T
∈ R3×1 denotes joint space

for CDSM, M ∈ R3×3 denotes the inertia matrix,
C ∈ R3×3 denotes the Coriolis and centrifugal terms,
g ∈ R3×1 indicates the vector of gravity terms, τ ∈ R30×1
denotes the vector of the cable segment tensions correspond-
ing to the cable lengths vector l ∈ R30×1,U ∈ R30×3 denotes
the Jacobian matrix relating cable tensions to joint moments.
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Actually, matrixU is computed byU = VW ∈ R30×3, where
V ∈ R30×18 andW ∈ R18×3 denote Jacobian matrices relat-
ing cable tensions to Cartesian wrench and relating Cartesian
wrench to joint moments, respectively.

The vector of cable input tensions is denoted by
τ 0 =

[
τ10 τ20 τ30 τ40 τ50 τ60

]T
∈ R6×1. Assuming that

the vector of cable segment tensions has linear relationship
with the vector of cable input tensions, the vector of cable
segment tensions can be computed by

τ = Lτ 0 (9)

where L ∈ R30×6 denotes the linear relationship relating
cable input tensions to cable segment tensions.

Hence, the equations of motion for CDSM can be
expressed in the form

M (q) q̈+ C (q, q̇) q̇+ g (q) = Hτ 0 (10)

where H = −UTL ∈ R3×6 denotes Jacobian matrices
relating cable input tensions to joint moments.

Themagnitude of two adjacent segment tensions Ti,j−1 and
Ti,j of cable i has the following relations [30]:

Ti,j = Ti,j−1eµϕij (11)

where ϕij = cos−1
(
l
kj
i,j−1·l

kj
ij

)
denotes the contact angle,

µ denotes the coefficient of saturated viscous friction, l
kj
ij

denotes the unit vector of l
kj
ij , and l

kj
i,j−1 is computed by(

R
kj−1
kj

)−1
l
kj−1
i,j−1. Hence, the matrix L can be determined by

using Eq. (11).

C. CABLE TENSION SOLVER
The equilibration of the joint torques provided by the cables
tensions with the joint torques τ j ∈ R3×1 required by external
Cartesian wrenches can be expressed as in the form

Hτ 0 = τ j (12)

Equation (12) is underdetermined since the number of
cables is greater than the number of DOFs. The solution of
Eq. (12) can be written as

τ 0 = τ 0 + N (H)λ (13)

where τ̄ 0 is the minimum norm solution of Eq. (12)
derived by using the pseudo-inverse of H and is given by
τ̄ 0 = HT (HHT )−1 τ j. The matrix N (H) ∈ R6×3 is the
kernel of matrix H and λ ∈ R3×1 is an underdetermined
vector, assuming matrix H is full rank.
Considering that the tension of the cable should be kept

positive and within the range of
[
τ 0,min, τ 0,max

]
during the

whole movement, there are the following inequalities

τ 0,min ≤ τ̄ 0 + N (H)λ ≤ τ 0,max (14)

To determine the unknown vector λ in Eq. (13), the following
linear programming is performed:

min
∑3

i=1
λi

s.t. τ 0, min ≤ τ 0 + N (H)λ ≤ τ 0,max (15)

FIGURE 8. Control architecture.

In Eq. (15), the minimum sum of all elements of the
unknown vector λ is taken as the optimization objective;
Eq. (14) is taken as the constraint condition to ensure that
the input tensions are within a reasonable range.

IV. CONTROLLER
A. CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
A control architecture with two controllers was designed for
CDACR: a cable tension controller and a motor position con-
troller. The cable tension controller plans the cable tensions
varying with the robot configuration and ensures positive
tensions. Themotor position controller takes the desired cable
length from the cable length computation and follows it,
while introducing the close-loop feedback of joint angles
and motor torque outputs. The control architecture is shown
in Fig. 8.

B. CABLE TENSION CONTROLLER
For the motion equation of CDSM given in Eq. (10), the
nonlinear feedback compensation is given as

Hτ 0 = M (q)uq + ĥ (q, q̇) (16)

where ĥ (q, q̇) = C (q, q̇) q̇ + g (q). Hence, the following
linear system can be got:

q̈ = uq (17)

The choice uq = q̈d +Kv
(
q̇d − q̇

)
+Kp

(
qd − q

)
can ensure

q (t) will asymptotically track qd (t), where Kv and Kp are
positive definite and diagonal matrices. The input tensions of
cables τ 0 can be solved by referring to Section III. C.

C. MOTOR POSITION CONTROLLER
The motor position controller generates the motor position
command to follow the desired trajectory. The desired trajec-
tory for the plugging-unplugging motion is firstly designed in
operational space xd (t). Then, it is transformed to the joint
space qd (t) by using the inverse kinematics described by
Eq. (5). The position demand value formotors consist of cable
length feedforward, closed-loop PI controller for joint angles
and closed-loop PI controller for motor torque outputs.

1) Cable length feedforward: The robot motion from the
current configuration q to the desired configuration qd is
realized by elongating and shortening the actuation cable with
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the length difference 1l between current cable length l and
desired cable length ld . The desired and current cable length
are computed by using the desired joint angle qd and the real-
time feedback of the current joint angle q, respectively. For
the given cable length difference, the required change of the
motor position can be given by multiplying the cable length
difference by a constant Cms. This constant is determined by
the constants of the ball screw pairs and motors. The change
of the motor position is fed-forward to the motors to get
reference joint angles.

2) PI Controller: The vector of motor output torques can be
denoted by τm =

[
τm1 τm2 τm3 τm4 τm5 τm6

]T
∈ R6×1.

Set τmd as the desired motor torque outputs which consist
of the inertial force compensation and the reference feedfor-
ward resulting from cable input tensions. Based on the cable
input tensions, the reference feedforward part is computed by
τm0 = Dτ 0, where D ∈ R6×6 is diagonal matrix and denotes
the linear relationship relating the motor torque outputs to the
cable input tensions. The diagonal elements are all equal to
i = h

/
(2π), where h denotes the lead of the ball screws

used.
Considering the motor rotor inertia, the moment of inertia

of the ball screw and the mass of slider, the inertia force
compensation is necessary. The inertia force caused by these
elements can be given as τm,I = Jmθ̈m + Jsθ̈ s + DM t ẍt ,
where Jm, Js and M t are all diagonal matrices and denote
the motor rotor inertia, the moment of inertia of the ball screw
and the mass of slider, respectively. θm, θ s, and xt denote the
position of motor rotor, the screw and the slider, respectively.
Ignoring the elasticity between the lead screw and the motor
shaft, θ s≈θm, xt = Dθ s≈Dθm can be got. Based on this,
the inertia force caused by these elements can be rewritten
as τm,I ≈ (Jm + Js − DM tD) θ̈m. Thus, the desired motor
torque outputs can be given as

τmd = τm0 + τm,I (18)

To compensate the screw-ball’s backhaul error, the cables’
elastic deformation and the errors of cable attachment points’
coordinates, two closed-loop PI controllers are applied in
the joint angles q and the motor torque outputs τm. Here,
the cable tensions are not fed back to form a closed-loop
control due to the poor real-time performance of load cells.
However, the motor torque outputs are used as the feedback,
which allows the cable tensions to be controlled indirectly.
The feedback of the joint angles and the motor torque outputs
are provided by the joint encoders and themotors in real-time,
respectively. Therefore, the position demand for the motors
can be given by

ϑmd = Cms (ld − l)+ Kpq
(
qd − q

)
+ Kvq

(
q̇d − q̇

)
+Kpτm (τmd − τm) (19)

where Kpq ∈ R6×3, Kvq ∈ R6×3 and Kpτm ∈ R6×6 denote
control parameters; Kpτm are positive definite and diagonal
matrix.

FIGURE 9. Plugging-unplugging strategy for the parking situation with
yaw error. (a) the plugging position, (b) the platform moving to right,
(c) the plugging complete position, (d) the plugging position, (e) the
platform moving to left.

D. PLUGGING-UNPLUGGING STRATEGY
For parking situations where yaw error is present, the align-
ment of two frames of the charging port and the flexible plug
is impossible because of the planar configuration of CDACR.
In those situations, the direct plugin path shown in Fig. 7 will
result in large resistance and will end in failure for plugging-
unplugging. In view of this, the plugging-unplugging strategy
by controlling the motion of the moving platform is proposed,
as shown in Fig. 9.

Taking the parking situation with the yaw error 1θ being
equal to 5◦ as an example, first, the flexible plug moves to
the plugging position according to the pose of the charging
port with the yaw error. At this time, the origins of the two
frames coincide, but there is an angle between their orien-
tations compared to the parking situation without yaw error,
as shown in Fig. 6 (a). This angle is equal to the yaw error
1θ . Second, the moving platform moves to the right a certain
distance 1d . This results in rotational elastic deformation
of the flexible plug about ze axis. The angle above will be
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TABLE 1. Joint range.

TABLE 2. parking parameters.

decreased with the deformation, as shown in Fig. 6 (b). Third,
the robot moves along the plugging trajectory to complete
the plugging action, but this trajectory is planned under the
assumption that the yaw error is equal to zero. Simulta-
neously, the flexible plug moves to the plugging complete
position along the axis of the charging port, as shown in
Fig. 6 (c). During the plugging motion, the elastic deforma-
tion will increase as the insertion depth increases. After the
completement of plugging, the auto-charging robot remains
stationary a certain time to simulate the charging process.
Then, the manipulator moves along the unplugging trajec-
tory to complete unplugging action. Similar to the plugging
action, this trajectory is planned under the assumption that the
yaw error is equal to zero. Simultaneously, the flexible plug
moves to the plugging position along the axis of the charging
port, as shown in Fig. 6 (d). Before the movement to the
pre-plugging position, the moving platform moves the same
distance as above to the left to restore the elastic deformation,
as shown in Fig. 6 (e). Finally, the flexible plug returns to the
pre-plugging position.

V. EXPERIMENT
A. EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE
1) LINK PARAMETERS
Considering the actual mechanical design, the link deflection
angleswere determined asα=

[
0 35◦ 35◦ −35◦ −35◦ 0

]T .
The partial link parameters were determined as `1 = 280mm,
`21 = `23 = `31 = `33 = `41 = 55 mm. The link length `43
were regarded as zero considering α42 = 0. The length of the
flexible plug was designed as `4e = 231.31 mm. According
to the actual installation of the flexible plug, the link length
`42 were determined as `42 = 85.26 mm. Hence, only link
length `22 and `32 are to be optimized. Their ranges were
set as [150 mm, 400 mm]. The joints motion range are listed
in Table 1.

The detailed information of the parking parameters shown
in Fig. 6 is given in Table 2.

According to the actual demand, the installation position
of the robot was determined as xbw = −275mm, ybw = L3,

TABLE 3. Link parameters of CDACR.

FIGURE 10. Adaptable parking error range and the corresponding joint
angles of CDACR.

zbw = 0, αbw = 0. Namely, the robot base is facing the
charging port; the distance between the robot base and the left
parking line is 275 mm; the moving direction of the moving
platform is parallel to the left/right parking line, assuming the
parking errors are all zeros. In Fig. 7, the distance between the
pre-plugging position and plugging position is set as 20 mm.
According to the actual charging port structure, the plugging
depth is equal to 50 mm.

The front/back parking error can be adapted by the moving
platform with long enough guide. The high compliance of
the flexible plug can adapt the yaw error. It is remarkable
that the left/right parking error plays the most vital role in
the manipulator design. The left/right parking error shown
in Table 1 was discretized into 401 error points at interval
of 1mm. Each error point corresponds to one charging port
pose computed by using Eq. (2). By using the optimization
algorithm described in Eq. (6), the optimized link lengths are
`22 = 246mm and `32 = 257mm. The link parameters of
CDACR are shown in Table 3.

The adaptable parking error range and the corresponding
joint angles of CDACR are shown in Fig. 10.
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FIGURE 11. Plots of CDACR and the corresponding poses of charging port.

According to Fig. 10, the plugging-unplugging workspace
is 1W ∈ [−78 mm, 123 mm]. The corresponding joint
angles are all in the joint motion range shown in Table 1.

The plots of CDACR and the corresponding poses of
the charging port are shown in Fig. 11. When the left/right
parking error 1W is equal to −78 mm and 123 mm and the
front/back parking error1L is equal to zero, the correspond-
ing coordinates of the charging port with respect to the robot
base frame Ob are xbs = (W1 −W2)

/
2 + 1W − xbw =

462 mm, ybs = 0, zbs = h1 = 832.4 mm and xbs = 658 mm,
ybs = 0, zbs = 832.4 mm, respectively. These positions of the
charging ports are the pluggable point closest and farthest to
the robot base, respectively, assuming the height of charging
port is 832.4 mm.

Considering the translational motion of the moving plat-
form, the pluggable workspace is a rectangular plane that
is at the height of the charging port from the ground. Its
length and width are the moving range of the platform and
the distance between the closest and farthest pluggable points,
respectively.

2) CABLE ROUTING
The detailed information of the cable routing path of CDACR
is given in Table 4. The cable routing information includes
cable i, the j-th attachment point of the cable i, body number
kj where the j-th attachment point is located, attachment point
Aijkj and the vector from origin of frame Okj to attachment
point Aijkj with respect frame Okj . The vectors r

1
1,A111

, r11,A121 ,
r11,A211 , r

1
1,A221

, r11,A311 , r
1
1,A321

, r11,A411 , r
1
1,A421

, r11,A511 , r
1
1,A521

,
r11,A611 , and r

1
1,A621

are not necessary for the prosed controller.
Hence, their values are not listed. According to Table 4,
the routings of the cables numbered 1, 3 and 5 are symmet-
rical with those of cables numbered 2, 4 and 6, respectively.
The y coordinates of the attachment points of the same cable
are identical to eliminate the friction between the cables and
the side of the pulleys.

3) DYNAMIC PARAMETERS
The dynamic parameters, including relative position relation-
ship between adjacent link frames rkk−1,k , link center of mass
rkk,Ck , link massmk , and y component of inertia tensor relative

TABLE 4. Cable distribution of CDACR.

TABLE 5. Dynamic parameters.

to the centre of mass of link k with respect to current frame
I kk,yy of CDSM are given in Table 5.

4) EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE
The plugging-unplugging experiment system is designed.
The photograph of the system is shown in Fig. 12. Due to the
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FIGURE 12. Protype of the plugging-unplugging experiment system.

limited lab environment, the electric vehicle was simulated
by the charging port fixed at a holder.

B. EXPERIMENT SETUP
The experiment was designed as a plugging-unplugging task
for the flexible plug and the DC charging port to see if
CDACR can successfully realize automatic charging.

Based on the given pose of the charging port measured
by vision sensor, the goal of this experiment is to plan the
motion between pre-plugging position and plugging com-
plete position, and then realize the plugging and unplugging
action, by applying the proposed controller and the plugging-
unplugging strategy.

Due to the enough guide of the moving platform,
the front/back parking error 1L ∈ [−100mm, 100mm] can
be adapted. Without losing generality, the front/back parking
error was set as zero. To prove that CDACR can complete
the charging task under arbitrary positions and orientations
of the charging ports, the experiments were carried out under
multiple combinations of the left/right and yaw errors. The
corresponding poses of the flexible plug frame with respect
to the robot base frame xbe were computed by using Eq. (2),
as shown in Table 6.

The time history of the auto-charging process is shown
in Table 7. Because of the unmodeled stiffness of the flexible
plug and the cable system, according to the actual debugging
experience, the left/right moving distance 1d was set as
20 mm when the yaw error is equal to ±5◦.
The control parameters used during this experiment were

determined in the following. For the cable tension solver,
the minimum cable tension vector was set as τ 0,min =
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]T N, the maximum cable tension vector was
set as τ 0,max = [3000, 3000, 3000, 3000, 3000, 3000]T N.
For the cable tension controller, its parameters were set as
Kp = diag (1000, 1000, 1000), Kv = diag (0, 0, 0), µ =
0.2. For motor position controller, its parameters were set as
Cms = diag (22000, 22000, 22000, 22000, 22000, 22000),

TABLE 6. Experiment setup.

TABLE 7. Time history of the auto-charging process.

h = 4mm, Jm = 96g·cm2, Js = 68g·cm2, M t =

386 g, Kpq = [1000, 0, 0; 1000, 0, 0; 0, 2000, 0; 0, 2000, 0;
0, 0, 3000; 0, 0, 3000; ],Kvq = 06×3, and Kpτm =

diag (20, 20, 20, 20, 10, 10).

C. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The experiment results were used to show the controller
performance for CDACR and the device performance on
automatic charging for electric vehicles.
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FIGURE 13. Plots of the trajectory according to the vision sensor
measurements.

1) DESIRED TRAJECTORY BASDE ON VISION SENSOR
MEASUREMENTS
According to Table 6, the holder was fixed at different poses
to simulate the different parking situations. The poses of
charging port were measured by the vision sensor. The posi-
tioning error of the vision sensor is 0.25mm for position and
0.5◦ for orientation. Based on the measured charging port
pose, the trajectory between the pre-plugging position and the
plugging complete position is planned.

For the position of the flexible plug, the trapezoidal veloc-
ity profiles for the path length is applied, where the path
length denotes the length from initial point to any point in
the planned path. For the orientation of the flexible plug,
the desired trajectory is required that the Rx , Ry, and Rz
angles keep constant with time during thewhole robotmaneu-
ver. The planned trajectories are shown in Fig. 13.

2) CABLE TENSION CONTROLLER
The cable tension controller showed good performance
on keeping positive cable tension during the experiment.

FIGURE 14. Experiment results of the cable tensions.

The cable tensions of these thirty setups described
in Table 6 are shown in Fig. 14. However, the tensions of
cable 4 (inNo3, No4, No6) and cable 6 (inNo3)were negative
at about 12s and 5s, respectively. This was mainly due to the
delay of the flexible plug’s response to the robot motion at
unplugging and plugging moment, respectively.

The tensions of cable 3 (in No2, No5, No3, No6, No1,
No4) and cable 6 (in No2, No5, No3, No6, No1, No4) were
fairly low during the plugging process. The tensions of cable
4 (in No2, No5, No3, No6, No1, No4) and cable 5 (in No26,
No29, No27, No30, No25, No28) were fairly low during the
unplugging process. This was because the joint angles are
approach to the limit value shown in Table 1. During the
entire auto-charging process, the error accumulation in these
experiments was much larger than that in other experiments
because of the emerged large joint angles.

3) MOTOR POSITION CONTROLLER
The trajectory tracking errors are shown in Fig. 15. The y
coordinate changed a certain distance given by Table 7 with
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FIGURE 15. Experiment results of the positioning, orientation errors and
the corresponding joint angle errors.

uniform speed. As shown in Fig. 15, the trajectory tracking
errors of the operational space were all in±2 mm for position
and±0.1◦ for orientation. The elastic deformation caused by
these tracking errors was within the elastic limit of the elastic
element. In addition, the tracking errors during plugging-
unplugging process (step 3 and 4 described in Fig. 7) were
higher than the tracking errors during other process. Simulta-
neously, these errors kept positive or negative all the time.
This showed that the plugging and unplugging resistance
caused large delay on the flexible plug’s response to robot
motion.

To ensure successful plugging and unplugging action,
the positioning and orientation accuracy should be in the
range of ±1 mm and ±0.5◦. Obviously, the position-
ing and orientation errors shown in Fig. 15 satisfied this
requirement.

The plugging and unplugging interaction forces/torques
are shown in Fig. 16. The maximum forces/torques during the
plugging-unplugging process are shown in Table 8, 9 and 10.

FIGURE 16. Experiment results of the interaction forces/torques.

The following observations were obtained from these exper-
imental results.

1) During the plugging process, the magnitudes of the
forces/torques increased gradually in one direction, but
they increased instantaneous in the reverse direction at
the unplug moment (at 14s for 1θ = 0◦ and at 12s for
1θ = ±5◦). This was mainly due to the existence of
transient shock.

2) The plugging and unplugging force required in the stan-
dard is not higher than 140 N. All value in Table 8 and 9
were less than this threshold. Only Fz value of
No19 during unplugging were out of this requirement.
Thus, this experiment was not successful.

3) The Fx value of the situation with 1θ = ±5◦ were
larger than that of the situation without yaw error.
This was mainly due to the right/left movement of the
moving platform. Simultaneously, these movement had
little effect on the Fy value, which can be illustrated by
Table 9.
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TABLE 8. Maximum force/torque Fx.

TABLE 9. Maximum force/torque Fy.

TABLE 10. Maximum force/torque Fz.

4) The Fz value of the situation with yaw error
(Fig. 17(b) and (c)) and without yaw error (Fig. 17 (a))
had no significant difference in maximum force. This
showed that the plugging-unplugging strategy illus-
trated in Section IV. D worked effectively.

The photographs of the plugging and unplugging motion
of No14 and No15 are shown in Fig. 17.

From these results, it can be seen that the cable tension
controller is able to keep the cable tensions positive. The
moving distance must be chosen carefully as the appro-
priate value can apparently decrease Fz value, otherwise
it may lead to a failed plugging or unplugging. In the
above experiments, the selected moving distance (shown
in Table 7) achieved good plugging-unplugging performance
for current yaw error. However, more investigations should
be carried out when CDACR is used with real electric
vehicles.

FIGURE 17. Photographs of the plugging and unplugging motion of N14
(a) and No15 (b).

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented the design of CDACR—a cable-driven
auto-charging robot for electric vehicles. By applying the
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cable-driven approach, there are the following remarkably
advantages: 1) High compliance because of the flexibility
of flexible plug and cables. 2) High ingress protection (IP)
level because of the rear motors. 3) Low economic cost
due to the absence of expensive reducer. 4) Lighter weight
than traditional articulated manipulator. These merits provide
better adaptability for the complex auto-charging situations.

CDACR possesses only 4 DOFs, but the combination of
CDACR and the flexible plug is enough for a real charg-
ing mission. Compare to the existing robot-based auto-
charging devices, this design is simpler and more effective
for actual auto-charging. In addition, the design of deflected
link reduces the joint limits of CDSM effectively in the auto-
charging process. The link lengths, link deflection angles
and install pose of robot were optimized to maximize the
plugging-unplugging workspace, which improves CDACR’s
adaptability for the parking errors directly.

Preliminary experiments were carried out under different
parking situations to verify the capabilities of the system.
Statistical results showed that by using the proposed con-
troller and the plugging-unplugging strategy, the plugging-
unplugging interaction forces could satisfy the requirement
in the standard, while all cable tensions being keep positive.
CDACR was able to successfully realize the connection of
the plug and the charging port in the plugging-unplugging
workspace. This proved that the use of cable-driven robots in
auto-charging for electric vehicles is feasible and effective.

Further studies will focus on improving its practicability.
First, the stiffness control of CDACR will be carried out to
reduce the possibility of damage to electric vehicles. Based
on this, the proposed plugging-unplugging strategy will be
further developed. Second, reducing the number of actua-
tion cables, for example, five, four, or three cables (under-
constrained robot) and developing corresponding controllers
will be carried out. Third, self-calibration for the cable attach-
ment points will be developed to improve the model of
CDACR.
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